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The intentionalist about consciousness holds that the qualitative character of experience, "what it's like," is detern1ined by the contents of a select group of special
intentional states of the subject. Fred ])retske (1995), Mike Thau (2002), Michael
Tye (1995) aud many others have embraced intentionalism, but these philosophers
have not generally appreciated that, since we are intimately familiar with the qualitative character of experience, we thereby have special access to the nature of these
contents. In this paper, we take advantage of this fact to show that intentionalism
is incompatible with the idea that these contents are singular or general propositions, and thus that intentionalism is incompatible with one dominant trend in
thinking about contents in general. In particular, there appear to be insoluble difficulties in explaining how the phenomenology of place and time can be explained
by any intentionalist theory appealing to singular or general propositions.

1. Introduction

Ruth is looking at Jon. She experiences Jon as being about four metres
away, as being pale just now, as wearing blue jeans, and so on: all of
this is part of the qualitative character of her experience. According to
many current theorists, Ruth experiences Jon as she does because her
experiences are mental states that have particular contents. The view
that the qualitative character of an experience is to be explained by its
content is generally known as 'representationalism' or (as we will say)
'intentionalism' .
According to the strongest form of intentionalism, the qualitative
character of an experience just is its content. A number of current theorists hold this fornl of intentionalism:
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perceptual experience has none but representational properties (at
least so far as consciousness is concerned). (McGinn, 1989: 75)
the quality of experience, how things seem to us at the sensory level,
is constituted by the properties things are represented as having.
(Dretske, 1995: 1)
the intentional content of an experience comprises everything one is
aware of in having that experience. (Harn1an, 1999: 260)
phenomenal consciousness consists in a certain sort of intentional
content. (Carruthers, 2000; : xiii)}
Phenomenal character is one and the same as representational content.
(Tye, 2003: 166)2

But there are other, weaker theses that one n1ight also hold as an intentionalist. For instance, Mike Thau (2002: 33) holds only that "all subjective differences are explained in terms of representational differences."
Holding this principle seems to require holding the corresponding
principle about sameness. (Otherwise, differences in content would
sometimes be used to explain sameness of qualitative character and
sometimes be used to explain differences in qualitative character.) F or
our purposes, one will count as an intentionalist so long as one accepts
that sameness of qualitative character is to be explained by sameness of
the contents of experiences and that differences in qualitative character
are to be explained by differences in the contents of experiences. 3
Most intentionalists claim that, in addition to being content-bearing
n1ental states, experiences have two important features. First, experiences
have some feature that distinguishes them from other content-bearing
mental states such as beliefs and desires. Intuitively, the contents of a
subject's beliefs and desires do not make any direct difference to qualitative character; so, if the contents of her experiences do make such a difference, then there must be some feature of her experiences that

See also Carruthers, 2000: 257-9.
See also Tye, 1995: 137;. Although Bill Lycan is a little more difficult to interpret,
he seems to hold a similarly strong view. For example, he says that phenomenal
objects "are intentional objects" (Lycan, 1996: 8). Dan Dennett is perhaps hardest
to pin down, but our best reading of hirn is that he is a strong intentionalist in our
sense. (See, for example, Dennett, 1991.)
It thus follows that lohn McDowell (1994) is not an intentionalist for our purposes,

since McDowell holds that non-human animals have consciousness (sentience) without having content-bearing mental states. (See, for example, McDowell, 1994: 11415.) Likewise, the very weak form of intentionalism characterized in Byrne, 2001
will not count as intentionalism for our purposes.
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distinguishes them from her beliefs aud desires. Second, experiences play
some appropriate functional role in virtue of which their contents are
available to cognitive systems in some way. The idea here is that nothing
is an experience unless it is somehow integrated into a larger psychology:
an experience is always an experience that son1e larger psychological
entity hase There is disagreement among intentionalists about what
exactly these two features amount to, but most intentionalists agree that
some account of these features must be given. 4
We believe that intentionalism has a commitment that has not been
adequately noted by its adherents. A"ccording to intentionalism, sameness and difference of qualitative character are explained by sameness
and difference of content. Since the qualitative character of experience
is introspectively accessible, it follo\vs that, if intentionalism is true,
then theories of mental content have introspectible consequences, at
least insofar as those theories are meant to extend to the contents of
experience. It follows that phenomenology can be brought to bear on
theories of mental content: if the phenomenological consequences of a
theory of mental content are false, then so is that theory, if intentionalism is true. This feature of intentionalism has not been made much of
in the literature, yet it strikes us as clramatic: if intentionalisn1 is true,
then theories about the contents of experience are beholden to phenomenology.5 To put it crudely, the correct theory of content can sin1ply be
read off one's visual phenon1enology, if intentionalism is true.
There are two fan1i1iar sorts of theories of content. According to
one, contents are structured entities that contain nondescriptive modes
of presentation, which present objects, properties, and relations, but
not by describing them as having certain properties. According to the
other, contents are singular and general propositions, which are structured entities that contain objects, properties, and relations but that do
not contain nondescriptive modes of presentation of them. In this
paper, we consider whether there is any way of making intentionalism
consistent with what we take to be the leading view of content: namely,
that the contents of all mental states are singular or general propositions. Some intentionalists-McGinn (1989), Dretske (1995), Thau
(2002), and Tye (2003) among them--make clear, directly or indirectly,

There is far from universal agreement about the second of these features, although
the disagreements are not significant for present purposes. For example, Carruthers
(2000) allows for unconscious experiences, but he denies that they affect qualitative
character; Dennett (1991) is not committed to a sharp distinction between experience and belief; and Thau (2002) has several con1mitments, especially to the view
that experiences are not mental particulars, that make his position more complex.
Carruthers (2000: 104-113) is an exception, but he makes much less of this feature
of intentionalism than we do here.
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their commitment to these sorts of propositions. 6 Others make clear
that singular and general propositions are not the sorts of contents
responsible for qualitative character. 7 Still others leave their positions
open. We argue that intentionalists face a dilen1ma: either abandon
these propositions as the contents of experience and defend an alternative theory of content, or bite the bullet and accept some surprising
phenomenological consequences.
It might be thought obvious that the content of experience is nonconceptual and so nonpropositional. But, if the content of experience
is nonpropositional, then it is simply a gross mistake on the part of
Dretske and company to hold otherwise, and this paper can be speedily
concluded. We follow Dretske and company, however, in holding that
whether a content is conceptual or nonconceptual is not, in the first
place, a matter of what the content is like but rather a matter of what
amental state that has that content is like. On Dretske's (1995: Chapter 1) view, for instance, a conceptual content is the content of a n1ental state that derives its function from natural selection over neural
populations within a single organism, while a nonconceptual content is
the content of amental state that derives its function from natural
selection over organisms within a breeding population, and this is all
that distinguishes the mental states: their contents themselves can, in
principle, be just the same. Perhaps Dretske is wrong about this latter
claim. But, if he is, it does not follow directly from how he picks out
nonconceptual contents, so there is a substantial debate here.
The plan of the paper is straightforward. In Section 2, we argue that
intentionalists who take the contents of experience to be singular propositions face implausible phenomenological consequences. In Seetions

3-6, we argue that intentionalists who take the contents of experience
to be general propositions of one kind or another fare no better. Our
argument relies on cases that are similar to Ned Block's (1990)
well-known Inverted Earth case: all of these cases are ones in which
apparent differences in the contents of experience are not matched by
differences in qualitative character. But the cases that we rely on are
not outlandish: our cases feature no distant planets with inverted spectra, no slow switching of content, no inverting lenses, and hence they
make no call upon intuitions regarding these bizarre possibilities. On
the contrary, our cases are n1undane ones in which a subject experiences a person as having a property in the here and now.

As a long-arm functionalist, Harman (1999) would also seem to be committed to
singular and general propositions as contents.
See Carruthers, 2002.
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Before going on, abrief comment is in order. Our argun1ents,
though negative, are not intended to establish the falsity of intentionalism. Rather, they are intended as a spur to those intentionalists
who have complacently accepted that contents are someone else's
business, as achallenge to those who have been confident that singular or (more typically) general propositions will see an intentionalist through without any real difficulties, and as a partial vindication
of those who have doubted this tormer view. Intentionalists have
often said a little about what the contents of experiences are like,
but they have rarely said enough, given the intimate epistemic relation to contents that they attribute to uso Our larger purpose in this
paper is to n1ake plain how pressing the need is among intentionalists to have a concerted discussion about exactly how to understand
the content of experience.
2. Singular l}roblems

Return to Ruth and 10n. Ruth experiences 10n as being about four
metres away and as being pale just now. Intentionalists might say
that the contents of her experience include that 10n is about four
metres away and that 10n is pale just now. Call this the singular
view of the contents of experience. ()n the singular view, these contents are singular propositions, which contain the objects and properties that they are about. The content that 10n is about four
metres away, for example, will be a proposition that contains (i)
10n; (ii) the being located at relation; and (iii) I, a particular location
about four metres away from Ruth. Similarly, the content that 10n
is pale just now will be a proposition that contains (i) 10n; (ii) the
property being pale; and (iii) t, the time at which Ruth experiences
10n as being pale. 8 These singular propositions can be represented
by the following ordered n-tuples:
< 10n, being located at, I>

and
< 10n, being pale, t>.

Alternatively, the first singular proposition might contain only Jon and the relational property being located at I, and the second singular proposition might contain
only Jon and the "tensed" property being pale at t. But nothing hangs on this: since
these properties are tied to particular locations and times, our argument in this
section would be unaffected.
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But there is a problem for intentionalists who take these singular propositions to be among the contents of Ruth's experience. Ruth might
have been looking at Jon's qualitatively indistinguishable twin Brian at
a different but qualitatively indistinguishable location 1* and at a different but qualitatively indistinguishable time t*. In that case, the contents
of her experience would have included, not the singular proposition
that Jon is located at I or that Jon is pale at t, but rather the singular
propositions that Brian is located at 1* and that Brian is pale at t*.
These singular propositions can be represented by
< Brian, being located at, 1* >

and
< Brian, being pale, t* > .

Obviously, these singular propositions are distinct from the singular
propositions that are an10ng the contents of Ruth's experience when
she is looking at Jon at location I and time t. So, on the singular view,
the qualitative character of her experience is the same on the two occasions, but the contents of her experiences would be different, thus violating intentionalisn1.
Of course, intentionalists who say that the contents of mental states,
including experiences, are singular or general propositions can reject
the singular view. Instead, such intentionalists can say that the contents
of Ruth's experience are general propositions, ones that contain properties, relations, and logical machinery but that do not contain particular objects such as Jon or t or I: many have made it clear that this is
their preferred approach. By opting for general propositions as the contents of experience, intentionalists might hope to avoid the implausible
phenon1enological consequences of the singular view. But, as we argue
in the rest of the paper, intentionalists who opt for general propositions
fare no better.
3. Persons and Other Objects
There is no shortage of ways in which intentionalists might eliminate
persons and other objects from the contents of experience. Here is one.
Jon appears to have certain perceptible properties: paleness, say, or
dark-brownness, or smoothness. Intentionalists might say that, when
Ruth is looking at Jon, she has multiple experiences, each of which
concerns the instantiation of one of Jon's perceptible properties. For
every perceptible property that Jon appears to have, Ruth has some
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experience that concerns its instantiation. The contents of these experiences can be represented by
< Perceptible property F}, being instantiated>
< Perceptible property F2, being instantiated>

and
< Perceptible property Fn , being instantiated> ,

where being instantiated is a (higher-order) property of properties. Call
this the bundle view of the contents of experience. An immediate problen1 for the bundle view arises in cases of hallucination. If Ruth is hallucinating and none of the perceptible properties F}, ... , F n is in fact
instantiated in front of her, then we vvill want to say that the contents
of her experiences are nonveridical. But, on the bundle view, the contents of Ruth's experiences specify only that some perceptible properties are instantiated, without specifying where or when those properties
are instantiated. And, if each of those properties happens to be instantiated somewhere or other (on the other side of the world, say), then it
will turn out that the contents of Ruth's experience are veridica1. 9 Call
this the hallucination problem.
To deal with the hallucination problen1, intentionalists can say that,
for every perceptible property that Jon appears to have, Ruth has an
experience that concerns its instantiation at a particular location and at
a particular time. The contents of these experiences can be represented
by
< Perceptible property F 1, being instantiated at, I}, tl >
< Perceptible property F2, being instantiated at, 12, t2 >

and
< Perceptible property Fn, being instantiated at, In, tn >,

Indeed, it is not even neeessary that all of the pereeptible properties F}, ... , Fn be
instantiated at the same loeation or time for the eontents of Ruth's experienees to
be veridieal on the bundle view.
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where being instantiated at is a three-place relation that holds among
properties, locations, and times. 10 Call this the spatiotemporalized
bundle view of the contents of experience. The spatiotemporalized
bundle view solves the hallucination problem: if Ruth is hallucinating
and the perceptible properties F 1, ••• , F n are not instantiated at the
right location and time (in front of her when she is looking, say),
then the contents of her experiences will be nonveridical, even if
each of those properties is instantiated somewhere or other in space
and time. But the spatiotemporalized bundle view conflicts with
everyday phenomenology, since we experience certain perceptible
properties as being bound together in some manner. When Ruth sees
Jon, for example, she does not merely see various perceptible properties instantiated at various locations in close proximity to one
another; rather, there is son1ething about her experience that groups
these perceptible properties together into a whole, which Ruth experience as the object (or, in this case, person) that has those properties. 11 Call this the binding problem.
To deal with the binding problem, intentionalists can say that Ruth
has a single experience that concerns the perceptible properties
F 1, ••• , F n . 12 F or example, when Ruth experiences Jon as being about
four metres away, she has an experience with the content that the
object that has the perceptible properties F 1, ••• , F n is about four
metres away; and, when she experiences hirn as being pale just now,
she has an experience with the content that the object that has the perceptible properties F 1, ••• , F n is pale just now. If these contents are general propositions, then (unlike the singular propositions that Jon is
about four metres away and that Ion is pale just now) they will not

contain Jon hirnself. Rather, they will contain the perceptible properties
FI, ... , Fn . For example, these general propositions can be represented
by
< [THE x: x has the perceptible properties F 1,
located at, I>

••• ,

Fn ], being

10

These propositions contain particular locations and times. In this respect, they are
not purely general. We ignore this complication in this section (but we note in
passing that whether different propositions concern different locations and times or
the san1e location and time depends on where and when various perceptible properties are experienced as being located). How intentionalists n1ight deal with the representation of space and time in experience is addressed in the next sections.

11

Some autistic subjects report that their experiences of persons and other objects
don't group perceptible properties together in this way. See Williams, 1992. Obviously, subjects who aren't autistic don't share this phenomenology.

12

Tye, 2003 is a much more sophisticated discussion of related issues.
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and
< [THE x: x has the pereeptible properties F1,

••• ,

FnJ, being

pale, t>,

where [THE x: x has the pereeptible properties F1, ••• , FnJ is something
that eontains the pereeptible properties F 1, ••• , F n and that pieks out
the unique objeet (if there is one) that has those properties. Call this
the definite view of the eontents of experienee. The definite view solves
the binding problem, sinee the contents of Ruth's experienee entail that
a single objeet has the pereeptible properties F 1, ••• , F n . But the definite
view has problems of its own. Generally, if other things are equal (and
Ruth is not hallueinating, say), then the eontents of Ruth's experienee
will be veridical. Consider the general proposition that the objeet that
has the perceptible properties F 1, ••• , F n is pale just now. For it to be
veridieal, there n1ust be exactly one objeet that has those properties.
But, on the definite view, the eontents of Ruth's experienee speeify only
that some perceptible properties are jointly instantiated, without speeifying where or when those properties are instantiated; and it need not
be the ease that only one objeet has those properties. For example, lon
and his qualitatively indistinguishable twin Brian might instantiate
exaetly the same perceptible properties, the differenee between them
being that lon instantiates those properties here, whereas Brian instantiates those properties there. So the eontents of Ruth's experienee might
turn out to be nonveridieal, even in ordinary eases. Call this the uniqueness problem.
To deal with the uniqueness problem, intentionalists ean say that
Ruth has a single experienee that c:oneerns the instantiation of the
pereeptible properties F 1, .•• , Fn at partieular loeations and at a partieular time. For example, when Ruth experienees lon as being
about four n1etres away, she has an experienee with the eontent that
the object that has the perceptible properties F 1, ••• , Fn at particular
locations and at a particular time is about four metres away; and,
when she experiences hirn as being pale just now, she has an experienee with the eontent that the objeet that has the pereeptible properties F 1, ••• , Fn at particular locations and at a particular time is pale
just now. The general propositions that are these contents ean be
represented by
< [THE x: at time t x has the pereeptible property F1 at loeation 11, ••• , and the pereeptible property Fn at loeation InJ, being
located at, 1* >
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and
< [THE x: at time t x has the pereeptible property F 1 at loeation Ib ... , and the pereeptible property F n at loeation In], being
pale, t* >,

where [THE x: at time t x has the pereeptible property F 1 at loeation
Ib ... , and the pereeptible property Fn at loeation In] is something that
eontains the pereeptible properties F 1, ••• , Fn , that eontains (or is otherwise tied to) the tinle t and the loeations Ib ... , In, and that pieks out
the unique objeet (if there is one) that has those properties at those
plaees and at that time. Call this the spatiotemporalized definite view of
the eontents of experienee. The spatiotemporalized definite view solves
the uniqueness problem. If the contents of Ruth's experienee inelude
that the objeet that at time t has the pereeptible property F 1 at loeation
11, ••• , and the pereeptible property Fn at loeation In is about four
metres away and that the objeet that at time t has the pereeptible property F 1 at loeation 11, ••• , and the pereeptible property Fn at loeation In
is pale just now, then the eontents of her experienee ean be veridieal
even if Jon's qualitatively indistinguishable twin Brian instantiates
those pereeptible properties sonlewhere else or at some other time.
It might be objeeted that the spatiotemporalized definite view does
not solve the uniqueness problem after alle It follows from the spatiotemporalized definite view that no experienee of two objeets with the
same pereeptible properties at the same spatiotemporal loeations eould
ever have veridieal eontents. If Jon's and Brian's pereeptible properties
happen to have the same spatiotemporallocations (perhaps because of

quantum meehanieal effeets or beeause their brains have been squeezed
into the sanle skull and they now share a body), then on the spatiotemporalized definite view Ruth's experienee of Jon and Brian eannot have
veridieal eontents. After all, on the spatiotemporalized definite view the
eontents of her experienee entail that there is a unique objeet that at
time t has the pereeptible property F 1 at loeation I b ... , and the pereeptible property Fn at loeation In, yet there is no sueh unique objeet, sinee
there are two things-namely, Jon and Brian-that have those pereeptible properties at those spatiotemporal loeations.
In response, intentionalists could bite the bullet and say that, in the
admittedly bizarre eoincidenee ease sketehed above, the eontents of
Ruth's experienee are not veridieal. Alternatively, intentionalists eould
say that the eontents of Ruth's experienee inelude, not the general
proposition that the object that at time t has the pereeptible property
F 1 at loeation 11, ••• , and the pereeptible property Fn at loeation In is
about four metres away, but rather that an objeet that at time t has the
ON THE CONTENT OF EXPERIENCE
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perceptible property F 1 at location IJ, ... , and the perceptible property
Fn at location In is about four metres away. Call this the spatiotemporalized indefinite view of the contents of experience. The spatiotemporalized indefinite view solves the uniqueness problem even in the
coincidence case, since on the spatiotemporalized indefinite view the
contents of Ruth's experience entail only that at least one object at
time t has the perceptible property F1 at location 11, ••• , and the perceptible property Fn at location In.
There might thus be some advantage to holding the spatiotemporalized indefinite view over the spatiotemporalized definite view. In this
paper, we do not take a stand on this issue. But we do want to take a
stand on whether there is any advantage to holding either of these spatiotemporalized views over the view that the contents of Ruth's experience include the general proposition that an object that has the
perceptible properties F 1, ••• , Fn tout court (and not at some locations
or at some time) is about four metres away. Call this the (unspatiotemporalized) indefinite view of the contents of experience. Unlike either of
its spatiotemporalized rivals, the inde:finite view faces the hallucination
problem, so it is not as attractive.
So, of the views we have canvassed so far, either the spatiotemporalized definite view or the spatiotemporalized indefinite view seems to
fare the best. But, in virtue of their spatiotemporalization, both views
face a further problem. On either view, the contents of Ruth's experiences are general propositions that are tied to particular locations and
times. As a result, intentionalists who adopt either spatiotemporalized
view are still stuck without an explanation of why the qualitative character of Ruth's experience is the sanle whether she is looking at 10n
here and now or at 10n at a distinct location and time. In a way, abandoning singular propositions that contain persons and other objects in
favour of general propositions that contain perceptible properties but
that are nonetheless tied to particular locations and times is progress: it
reduces the problem of how persons and other objects are represented
in experience to the problem of how the instantiation of properties in
space and time is represented in experience and hence to the problem
of how space and time are represented in experience. But, as we argue
in the next sections, there is reason to think that intentionalists who
opt for singular or general propositions cannot solve the problem of
how space and time are r~presented in experience.
Before going on to address the representation of space and time in
experience, however, we digress for a moment to consider a quite
different sort of problem with replacing singular propositions that
contain persons or other objects with general propositions that contain
perceptible properties. The problem is that, at least in some cases, this
600
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strategy threatens to conflict with phenomenology, for it seems that
particular persons or objects might not be completely dispensable from
the contents of experience after all. It is true that, in general, a bar of
soap looks only like a bar of soap of some kind, not like a particular
bar of soap somehow distinguished from all other qualitatively indistinguishable bars of soap; and likewise for many other objects. But
perhaps there are exceptions. Consider what it is like to look at an
excellent caricature compared to what it is like to look at a mediocre
caricature. Suppose that the n1ediocre caricature is less extravagant in
its exaggerations and thus looks more like its target in some purely
physical sense. Still, the superior caricature will be said to "look like
the person," while the mediocre caricature will not. Perhaps this is an
expression of a difference in the qualitative character of experience.
Perhaps this difference arises when the superior caricature but not the
inferior causes an experience whose content contains the caricatured
person. This is weak but genuine phenomenological evidence for the
claim that, in certain cases, persons do figure in the contents of experience. Similarly, consider what it is like to see a person who looks
uncannily like another person you know weIl (as a result of disguise, or
coincidence, or the existence of a previously unknown identical twin).
One can fee I subject to a sort of optical illusion that cannot be dispelled merely by knowing that it is an illusion, an illusion that it is
the person herself, and not her doppelganger, who is seen. Perhaps the
illusion comes from the fact that, in addition to accurately representing
the perceptible properties of the in1postor, one also misrepresents the
impostor as being the person she resembles. (For, otherwise, what
would be illusory?) Thus, perhaps there is phenomenological evidence
for the claim that, in certain cases, Ruth's experience teIls her that
she is seeing Jon, not Brian, even if Jon and Brian are qualitatively
indistinguishable.
Even if it is held that persons do sometimes figure in the contents of
experience, this need not be a fatal problem for intentionalists, for they
can hold that persons figure in the contents of experience sometimes but
not always. Only when it is possible for a person to look to Ruth like fon
does Jon hirnself figure in the contents of Ruth's experience: otherwise, it
is only certain perceptible properties that figure in the contents of her
experience. To our knowledge, no intentionalist has staked out this position; but there is nothing inimical to intentionalism in it, and it might
even be essential to preserving the plausibility of the view. 13

13

This position runs against the explicit principles of son1e intentionalist views-for
example, Tye's (1995, 2000, 2003)-but these principles could be modified without
affecting the rest of the theory.
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4. Space and Time
Intentionalists might be able to deal 'with the representation of persons
and other objeets in experienee, but we now eome to a problem that
we do not think that intentionalists who opt for singular or general
propositions as the contents of experienee ean solve: namely, the representation of spaee and time in experienee. If Ruth sees 10n twiee, onee
in a house on West Gate on Monday, onee in a qualitatively indistinguishable house on East Gate at a qualitatively indistinguishable time
on Tuesday, then Ruth's experienees of 10n will have the same qualitative eharaeter. So, aeeording to intentionalism, Ruth's experienees will
have the same eontents. But then what are the contents of Ruth's experienee when she experienees hirn as being about four metres away or
when she experienees hirn as being pale just now?
The contents of Ruth's experienee eannot inelude the singular propositions represented by
< 10n, being located at, I>

and
< 10n, being pale, t>.

Otherwise, the sameness of the qualitative eharaeter of her experienees
on West Gate on Monday and East Gate on Tuesday will be unexplained. So the contents of Ruth's experience eannot inelude singular
propositions that eontain either I or t. But, for the san1e reason, the eontents of her experienee eannot inelude any propositions that are tied to
partieular loeations or times either. It follows that neither the spatiotemporalized definite view nor the spatiotemporalized indefinite view diseussed in the previous seetion ean be extended to the representation of
space and time in experience. Suppose that the loeation lappears to have
pereeptible properties F I , ... , F n and that the time tappears to have pereeptible properties GI, ... , Gm. (It is not entirely elear that partieular
times appear to have pereeptible properties in the way that persons, other
objeets, and loeations do; but never n]ind that.) On either spatiotemporalized view, the contents of Ruth's experienee coneern the instantiation
of these properties at partieular loeations and a partieular time. For
exan1ple, on the spatiotemporalized definite view, the contents of her
experienee might inelude the general propositions represented by
< [THE x: x has ... ], being located at, [THE y: at time t y
has the pereeptible property jrli at loeation I h ... , and the pereeptible property F n at loeation In] >
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and
< [THE x: x has ... ], being pale, [THE y: at time t y has the
perceptible property GI at location 11, ••• , and the perceptible
property Gm at location Im] >. 14

But, on the spatioten1poralized definite view, if Ruth had been looking
at Jon at a distinct location 1* and at a distinct time t*, the contents of
her experience would have included different general propositions: for
exan1ple, the ones represented by
< [THE x: x has ... ], being located at, [THE y: at time t* y
has the perceptible property F 1 at location 11*, ... , and the perceptible property F n at location In *] >

and
< [THE X: x has ... ], being pale, [THE y: at time t* y has the
perceptible property GI at location 11*, ... , and the perceptible
property Gm at location Im *] > .

So, once again, intentionalists who adopt either spatiotemporalized
view are stuck with the consequence that the sameness of the qualitative character of Ruth's experiences lacks an explanation.
This problem with either spatiotemporalized view might lead intentionalists to reconsider their unspatiotemporalized counterparts:
namely, the definite view and the indefinite view. On the definite view,
the contents of Ruth's experience include the general propositions represented by
< [THE x: x is ... ], being located at, [THE y: y has the perceptible properties F 1, ••• , F n ] >

and
< [THE x: x has
ble properties GI,

14

], being pale, [THE y: y has the percepti, Gm] > .

For the sake of simplicity, in this section (and sometimes in subsequent sections,
too) we ignore the details of the representation of persons in experience. Attending
to these details would only reveal that the propositions in question are further tied
to particular times and locations.
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On the indefinite view, by eontrast, the contents of Ruth's experience
inelude the general propositions repre:sented by
< [THE x: x is ... ], being located at, [SOME y: y has the pereeptible properties F I , ... , F n ] >

and
< [THE x: x has
tible properties GI,

], being pale, [SOME y: y has the pereep, Gm] > .

But the definite view and the indefinite view both face familiar problems. On the one hand, the definite view faees the uniqueness problenl: if nl0re than one loeation has the pereeptible properties
FI,
, F n , or if more than one tinle has the pereeptible properties
GI,
, Gm, then the contents of Ruth's experienee will turn out to
be nonveridieal, even in ordinary eases. And, on the other hand, the
indefinite view faees the hallueination problem: if some other loeation somewhere has the pereeptible properties F I , ... , F n , or if some
other time has the pereeptible properties GI, ... , Gm, then it might
turn out that the contents of Ruth's experienee are veridieal, even if
she is hallueinating and nothing in front of her has the right properties when she is looking.
None of the views that we eonsidered in the ease of the representation of persons and other objeets in experienee helps intentionalists deal
with the representation of spaee and time in experienee in a way that
avoids the troublesome phenomenologieal eonsequenee: namely, that, if
Ruth had been looking at 10n at a distinet but qualitatively indistinguishable loeation or at a distinet but qualitatively indistinguishable
time, then the sameness of the qualitative eharaeter of her experienee
eould not be explained by eontent. 15 In the face of this, intentionalists
might be tempted to deny that Ruth's experienee would really be qualitatively indistinguishable. Perhaps the qualitative eharaeter of Ruth's
experienees really would be different in special eases: perhaps we are
eapable of experieneing eertain loeations or times as partieulars, as was
suggested in the previous seetion for persons. Perhaps a person strongly
familiar with a partieular loeation, such as a ehildhood neighbourhood,
ean experienee it as being that loeation. We oeeasionally feel that it is a
partieular time of day, for instanee, and perhaps this involves having

15

For obvious reasons, neither the bundle view nor the spatiotemporalized bundle
view would help here either.
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an experience with a particular time in its content. 16 But, for n10st of
the locations and times that we experience, we do not seem to experience them as being particular locations or tin1es: our experience seems
to paint a more general picture of where and when objects are located.
So this answer hardly seems promising for every case.
We suppose that intentionalists might insist that Ruth's experiences of
location and time really would be different at 1 and 1*, or at t and t*,
despite her protestations to the contrary. But this is not an appealing
strategy for intentionalists to take. Holding that the qualitative character
of Ruth's experience really would have been different, had she looked at
Jon in a different house on a different day, requires intentionalists to hold
that different spatial and temporallocations routinely make a difference
to the qualitative character of experience that is not introspectively accessible, that is not evidently part of the phenomenology. For example,
Ruth cannot make use of the qualitative character of her experience to
determine whether she is looking at Jon in one house or in the other,
north of the river or south of it, in Canada or in France. Nor can she
make use of the qualitative character of her experience to determine
whether she is looking at Jon on Monday or on Tuesday, before or after
the birth of Jesus, ante or post meridian. She cannot describe the difference, nor can she become aware of it as a difference. This postulated difference would be one that is inaccessible to Ruth herself. But
intentionalists generally agree that the contents of experience must be
available for cognitive processing if they are to count as contents of experience (rather than as the contents of some other mental state).17 So, in
addition to more general reasons having to do with the apparent absurdity of such experiences, intentionalists have excellent reasons based on
their other theoretical commitments for not holding that Ruth's experiences have a qualitative character that is inaccessible to her.
5. Space

Closer phenomenological inspection suggests a more promlslng
response for intentionalists in the case of space. In experience, objects
16

17

Consider the following exchange. J.: "This doesn't seem like a Friday." A.: "11's
Thursday." J.: "Oh, are you sure?" A.: "WelI, yesterday was Wednesday, so ...."
J.: "Oh, right." A.: "So that's how I know." (This exchange comes from an episode
of My So-Called Life.)
Generally, but not invariably: Carruthers (2000) and Thau (2002) are exceptions
(see note 4). In the case of Carruthers, it will still be true that contents that affect
qualitative character, contents such as the ones under discussion, must be available
for cognitive processing. And Thau is still stuck with the implausible conclusion
that there is a feature of Ruth's phenomenology that she cannot introspect, however hard she tries.
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are located in an egocentric space. Roughly, objects that are experienced as being about four n1etres away are experienced as being about
four metres away from the subject and at a certain angle relative to the
orientation of the subject's gaze or body.18 So the contents of Ruth's
experience when she experiences Jon as being about four metres away
need not concern an absolute location I or a property that is tied to it;
instead, those contents could concern a relative location such as Jour
metres straight ahead oJ me. Call this the subject-relative view of the
contents of experience.
The promise of the subject-relative view quickly dissipates. What are
the contents of Ruth's experience when she experiences Jon as having,
as she would put it, the relative locatiion "four metres straight ahead of
me"? On the subject-relative view, the contents of her experience n1ight
include the general proposition represented by
< [THE x: x is . . . ], being located at, [THE y: y bears the
being Jour metres straight ahead oJ relation to Ruth] > .19

On the subject-relative view, the contents of Ruth's experience are tied
to her: had her twin Sarah been standing four metres away from Jon,
Sarah's experience would have had different contents than Ruth's experience actually has, since the contents of Sarah's experience would have
included the general proposition represented by
< [THE x: x is . . . ], being located at, [THE y: y bears the
being Jour metres straight ahead oJ relation to Sarah] > .

But the qualitative character of Sarah's experience would have been the
same as the qualitative character of Ruth's experience; and this sameness cannot be explained by the conte:nts of their experience. If the subject-relative view were accepted, then the only option for intentionalists
would be to hold that no two subjects ever have experiences with
exactly the same qualitative character. Every experience is an experience of some property being instantiated somewhere, and that location
will be specified by reference to the subject having the experience. Since
this difference in content cannot explain sameness of qualitative character, there must be no such sameness: no two subjects' experiences ever

18
19
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Peacocke (1992 Chapter 3): makes a sirnilar suggestion. He avoids the difficulties
inherent in this approach by not being an intentionalist.
Alternatively, the general proposition might contain the relational property being
Jour metres straight ahead oJ Ruth. But nothing hangs on this, since that property
is tied to a particular person: namely, Ruth.
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have the same qualitative character. Note just how devastating this
result iso Because it turns out that every experience is self-involving on
the subject-relative view, no one else has ever had or will ever have an
experience with the same qualitative character as any of your experiences; nor could they. What it is like for you to see blue is different
from what it is like for anyone else to see blue; what it is like for you
to taste a mango is different from what it is like for anyone else to taste
a mango; what it is like for you to hear a choir in unison is different
from what it is like for anyone else to hear a choir in unison; and likewise for the other sense modalities.
At this point, intentionalists might appeal to one of the views discussed in Section 3 to eliminate Ruth from the propositions that, on
the subject-relative view, are the contents of her experience. Consider a
combination of the subject-relative view and the definite view. On this
combined view, Ruth experiences objects as being found a certain distance, not from her, but rather from the object that has certain perceptible properties, the properties that Ruth experiences herself as having.
If Ruth experiences her nose as an itchy pink blob, for instance, then
she might experience 10n as being about four metres away from the
object that has an itchy pink blob as a part. An immediate problem
with the con1bined view is that, unless the definite part of the con1bined
view is spatiotemporalized, it faces the uniqueness problem (the contents of Ruth's experiences might be veridical even if Sarah experiences
herself as having the same perceptible properties as Ruth does); but, if
the definite part of the cOlTlbined view is spatiotemporalized, then the
contents of Ruth's experience will be tied to a particular location after
all. 20 Quite apart [rom this immediate problem, however, it would still
turn out on the combined view that only very rarely do two subjects
have experiences with the same qualitative character. Worse, the san1e
subject would only very rarely have two experiences with the same
qualitative character, since the perceptible properties a subject
experiences herself as having are always changing (she is sometimes
warm or cold, tired or energetic, standing or sitting, and so on). Insofar as it is intuitively obvious that subjects often have experiences with

20

A parallel problenl besets the combination of the subject-relative view and the
indefinite view: unless the indefinite part of the cornbined view is spatiotemporalized, it faces the hallucination problem (the contents of Ruth's experiences might
be nonveridical even if lon, or someone qualitatively indistinguishable from hirn, is
located at a distinct location 1* that has all of the perceptible properties that Ruth
experiences I as having); but, again, if the indefinite part of the combined view is
spatiotemporalized, then the content of Ruth's experience will be tied to a particular location after all.
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the same qualitative character, the cO:imbined view is in conflict with the
phenomenology.21
We do not pretend to have canvassed every possible view that intentionalists who opt for singular or general propositions as the contents
of experience might hold about the representation of space in experience. But, having canvassed the singular view, the definite view, the
indefinite view, the subject-relative view, and various spatiotemporalizations and combinations thereof, we conclude that it is likely that no
view about the representation of space in experience that is compatible
with the phenomenology is available.
6. Time
In the case of time, intentionalists' problems are, if anything, worse. Intentionalists who hold that Ruth's experiences at t and t* have the
same content might deny that this content contains or is otherwise tied
to any particular tin1e. Call this the atemporal view of the contents of
experience. On the atemporal view, although Ruth experiences Ion as
being pale, she does not experience hin1 as being pale at any particular
time. If the contents of Ruth's experience are not tied to any particular
times, then no particular time ever n1akes a difference to the qualitative
character of her experience. But introspection seems to suggest that the
qualitative character of experience is son1ehow tied to particular times;
so, contrary to the atemporal view, contents must be tied to particular
times. When experiencing Ion as being pale, Ruth does not merely
experience Ion as being pale at some indeterminate point in the past,
present, or future. She does not merely experience Ion as having paleness associated with hirn at some point in his life history or as (timelessly) instantiating paleness. The mind boggles at imagining what such
an experience of timeless paleness would be like. Perhaps it would be
analogous to experiences of free-floating anxiety, in which one experiences threat without experiencing a source of threat: free-floating paleness, divorced fron1 time but experienced as paleness nonetheless. But,
even if it were possible to have such an experience, it is clearly not the
sort of experience that people have every day.
Furthermore, the contents of experience appear to have certain
entailments that require that those contents be tied to particular
tin1es. The question "Is Ion pale no\V"?" is answered for Ruth by her
21
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What about simply removing Ruth from the content of her experience and replacing her with nothing? This would allow Ruth's and Sarah's experiences to have the
same content. But it is phenomenologically implausible, because it fails to capture
what it is to experience something as being located relative to oneself. After all, neither Ruth nor Sarah need experience herself as nothing or as an absence to be
completed in some ineffable way.
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experience of Jon just now. 22 She experiences Jon as pale now, so she
can readily answer the question simply by observation. If she believes
that Jon is not pale now, then she denies the evidence of her senses.
She may even do so correctly: she may realise that she is subject
to a ten1poral illusion of some sort, so that her visual experiences do
not tell her about the current state of the world but rather about
some previous state. Perhaps she is observing Jon through a powerful
telescope, and he is twenty light-minutes away. Ruth might have to
tell herself that Jon is not pale now, although that is how things look;
rather, he was pale twenty minutes ago. But in doing so she will be
rejecting as an illusion what her experience teIls her about the temporal
location of Jon's paleness.
It might be tempting for intentionalists to try to characterise the
moment now without making reference to particular times and without
adopting the definite view, the indefinite view, or their spatiotemporalizations. If this could be done, then intentionalists could hold that peopIe experience properties as instantiated at times characterised in son1e
general way. Unfortunately, this project is beset with pitfalls. The
moment at which Ruth experiences Jon as being pale could, for
instance, be characterised as contemporaneous with other experiences
such as her experience of Jon as being about four metres away. Call
this the contemporaneous view of the contents of experience. But, on the
contemporaneous view, if Ruth had experienced Jon's paleness contemporaneously with, say, one piece of music rather than another, then the
qualitative character of Ruth's experience of Jon's paleness now would
have been different, or else there would be an unexplained sameness of
qualitative eharaeter. Onee again, this seems to be either untrue to the
phenomenology or not in keeping with intentionalism.
Alternatively, the moment at which Ruth experiences Jon as being
pale could be characterised as the moment immediately preceding some
experience that Ruth anticipates having or as immediately following
some experience that Ruth has had. Call this the sequential view of the
contents of experience. But, on the sequential view, the qualitative
character of Ruth's experience of Jon's paleness now would have been
different had she just had a difference experience or been anticipating
having a different experience (or, again, the qualitative sameness of the
experiences would go unexplained). These phenomenological consequences are as implausible as any others we have considered. Is it really
true that the qualitative character of two gustatory experiences of chocolate mousse must be different simply because one follows an experience of a high C while the other follows an experience of a high D, or
22

Plus various elements of background knowledge, of course.
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simply because one comes before an expected high C while the other
does not?23
We do not pretend to have canvassed every possible view that intentionalists who opt for singular or general propositions as the contents
of experience might hold about the representation of tin1e in experience. But, having canvassed the singular view, the definite view, the
indefinite view, the atemporal view' the contemporaneous view, the
sequential view, and various spatioten1poralizations thereof, we conclude that it is likely that no view about the representation of time in
experience that is compatible with tht~ phenon1enology is available.
l

7. Conclusion

If intentionalism is true, then the contents of experience must satisfy
three desiderata. First, different subjects at different locations and
times can have experiences with the same content. (This follows from
intentionalism, the claim that different subjects at different locations
and times can have experiences with the same qualitative character,
and the claim that this sameness of qualitative character can be
explained.) Second, in ordinary cases the contents of experience are
veridical. And, third, in hallucinatory cases the contents of experience
are nonveridical. The first desideratum rules out singular propositions
or general propositions that are tied to particular locations and times;
the second desideratum rules out definite general propositions; and the
third desideratum rules out indefinite general propositions. So, we conclude, it is hard to see how the contents of experience could satisfy all
of these desiderata if they are singular or general propositions.
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